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Subsea News
Skarv

Dagny

BP and partners have announced
the successful start of production
from the Skarv field in the
Norwegian Sea.

Statoil and the partners in the Dagny
field in the North Sea have submitted
the Plan for Development and
Operation (PDO) to the Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy.

“The start-up of Skarv is a key
operational milestone for BP, adding
new production from one of our
core higher-margin areas,” said Bob
Dudley, BP group chief executive.
Skarv is approximately 210km west
of the Norwegian coast in water
depths of approximately 350-450m.
Discovered in 1998, the field has
an estimated ultimate recovery of
around 100 million barrels of oil and
condensate and over 1.5 trillion
cubic feet of rich gas.
The field development includes
a new highly-advanced FPSO
(floating production, storage and
offloading vessel) purpose-built for
harsh waters, five subsea drilling
templates, and an 80km 26in gas
export pipeline connected to the
Gassled transportation system,
allowing export to markets in
Europe.

The development concept consists
of a fixed platform to be tied in to the
Sleipner field for gas export. The oil will
be transported by tankers.The recoverable reserves are estimated at 225
million barrels of oil equivalent.

In the concept selected for the Dagny
platform the licence pre-invests in
equipment aimed to facilitate power
from shore, and only one gas-fired
turbine will be installed for power
generation. It will only be used in the
period until power from shore is available. The investments are estimated
at NOK 31 billion (at money of the
day).

Dagny has been under consideration
for development on several occasions.
Further appraisal in the period 2008 to
2011 confirmed a connection between
Dagny and Dagny East and considerable oil volumes below the structure.

Parallel with the submission of the
PDO to the authorities the licence will
award several contracts related to
the development project. Based on
design studies performed by various
Norwegian and international supply
companies the main contracts will be
awarded during 2013.

"With the Dagny plans finalised another
piece has been put in place for further
development in the Sleipner area. This
shows the importance of exploring
and developing in mature areas with
established infrastructure," says Ivar
Aasheim, Statoil’s SVP for field development on the NCS.

The PDO for the neighbouring Eirin
gas field is scheduled to be submitted in 2013. The Eirin development is
planned to include a template to be
tied in to the Dagny platform. Plans
call for Dagny to come on stream in
the first quarter of 2017. The field's
productive life is estimated at 20 yrs.

The field will ramp up production
and is anticipated to reach around
125,000 barrels of oil equivalent per
day (boe/d) monthly average rate
(30,000 boe/d net to BP) within the
first six months of production and
an expected maximum daily rate
of approximately 165,000 boe/d
(40,000 boe/d net BP) by year end.
Rebecca Wiles, BP Norway
managing director, said: “Skarv will
be a very important hub for BP in
Norway, contributing significantly to
our production growth from Norway
and representing an important new
source of gas to Europe.”
“The field’s development has
already created many jobs and
business activities at Helgeland.
With its expected field life of 25
years,

The Skarv FPSO Image: BP
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Dagny field illustration, with the Sleipner field in the background
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SUBSEA SERVICES

(SUHB-SEE SUR-VIS-ES) Definitive
THE PROVISION OF SPECIALIST
EQUIPMENT, SERVICES AND
PERSONNEL, COMPLEMENTARY
TO THE CAPABILITIES OF VESSEL
OWNERS AND SUBSEA
CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES.
From exploration to decommissioning, Acteon
companies bring technical ingenuity and a drive for
fresh thinking to every stage of offshore activity.
This approach to the subsea service market is just
one example of how we're defining, shaping and
leading subsea services.
Discover a fresh approach to subsea services
at www.acteon.com/subsea

DEFINING SUBSEA SERVICES
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Subsea News
Delta House

Western Isles

FMC Technologies has received a
subsea equipment order from LLOG
Exploration Company, for its Delta
House project. The order has an
estimated value of $114 million in
revenue.

The Department of Energy and
Climate Change has approved
the Western Isles project which
will develop the two oil fields
Harris and Barra in the Northern
North Sea, 160km east of the
Shetlands and 12km west of Tern.

The project is located in the Gulf of
Mexico Mississippi Canyon area in
water depths of approximately 5000
feet (1524m). FMC Technologies’
scope of supply includes nine subsea
trees, four subsea manifolds, five
multiphase meters and associated
topside control systems and subsea
distribution systems. The equipment is
scheduled for delivery in 2013.
The Delta House FPS will be
located in Mississippi Canyon 254
and is designed to accommodate
production from a number of nearby
fields, including LLOG’s previously
announced discoveries in Mississippi
Canyon 300 and
Canyon 431.
The oiland gas export lines will
connect the FPS to existing
downstream pipeline infrastructure.
The FPS will have capacity of 80
MBOPD, 200 MMCFD, and 40 MBWPD
and space for 20 risers, which will
allow production from up to nine
simultaneously producing fields with
dual flowlines. The FPS will have peak
capability up to 100 MBOPD and
240 MMCFD.
The facilities are expected to process
and transport production from six initial
wells when they begin commercial
operation in 2015. Total capital
required for the Project is over $2B.

The nine-well Western Isles development is expected to produce
more than 40,000 barrels of oil
equivalent, adding more than
30,000 barrels (net) to Dana’s
daily production when it comes
onstream in 2015.
The Harris and Barra fields are
estimated to contain recoverable oil reserves of over 45million
barrels.
The Department of Energy and
Climate Change also approved
Dana as operator of the Western
Isles development project which
is a joint venture between Dana
with an equity share of 77%, and
Japanese upstream exploration
and production company Cieco,
which holds the remaining 23%.
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The contract scope includes the
engineering, procurement, construction and installation of two 2.5
kilometer pipeline bundles and a 11
kilometer gas export pipeline.
Engineering and project management will commence immediately
from our Aberdeen office, with
offshore activities scheduled to
commence in 2014.
l Sevan Marine’s FPSO concept
has been chosen by Dana Petroleum for the $1.5 billion Western Isles
development.

Dr Marcus Richards, Dana’s
Group Chief Executive, said: “The
Western Isles project is at the
heart of our growth strategy. Unlocking the potential of these new
fields is a significant milestone as
we aim to double our production
to 100,000 barrels a day by 2016.

The Delta House FPS will use the
OPTI-11000 semi-submersible
hull design developed by Exmar.
Audubon will perform the design and
procurement of topsides equipment.
The hull will be built at Hyundai Heavy
Industry’s yard in Ulsan, South Korea
and transported by one of Dockwise’s
T-Class heavy lift transport vessels
to Kiewit Offshore Services yard in
Ingleside, Texas.

l Subsea 7 has been awarded a
contract valued at approximately
US$300 million for the provision of
subsea EPIC services in support
of their Western Isles development
project.

Western Isles
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The Floating
Production
Storage Offloading unit will be
constructed by
Cosco, and will
be jointly owned
by Dana and
Cieco. Drilling
is expected to
begin 2013 with
subsea installation in summer
2014 and FPSO
installation
summer 2015.

Shell Technip

McDermott TH Heavy Lift JV

Shell and the Technip Samsung
Consortium (TSC) have signed a
heads of agreement to enhance
collaboration on the design,
engineering, procurement,
construction and installation of future
innovative FLNG facilities.

Affiliates of McDermott International
and of TH Heavy Engineering
Berhad have formalised a joint
venture to provide a broad
spectrum of marine construction
services, including full Engineering,
Procurement, Construction,
Installation and Commissioning
(EPCIC) solutions, to the Malaysian
and Asia Pacific offshore oil and
gas industry.

The agreement builds on the existing
relationship, formed in 2009, to
ensure the parties can capitalize on
insights gleaned from the design and
construction of Shell’s Prelude FLNG
facility and expand the technology
offering to the energy market. It
will drive a culture of joint delivery,
continuous improvement and ensure
greater value from the collaboration
for all parties.
Global primary energy demand could
double in the first half of the 21st
century, and meeting this growth in
demand will require large scale and
sustained investment in all forms of
energy. Natural gas, which is the
cleanest burning fossil fuel, has an
important role to play. Shell expects
global natural gas demand to
increase by 60% from 2010 to 2030,
reaching 25% of the global primary
energy mix and within that, strong
growth in LNG.
Floating LNG enables the
development of gas resources
ranging from clusters of smaller
more remote fields to potentially
larger fields via multiple facilities
where, for a range of reasons, an
onshore development is not viable.
This can mean faster, cheaper,
more flexible development and
deployment strategies for resources
that were previously uneconomic,
or constrained by technical or other
risks, helping to bring more natural
gas to the market.
Shell and TSC are already working
together on the world’s first FLNG
project, Prelude FLNG, which will be
moored 200 kilometers off the North
West coast of Australia in the Browse
Basin. As their experience grows,
Shell and TSC perceive that there are
many opportunities ahead.

Scott Cummins, Senior Vice
President and General Manager
(Asia Pacific) of McDermott,
and Nor Badli Mohamad Alias,
Managing Director and Chief
Executive Officer of THHE,
signed agreements relating to
the ownership structure of Berlian
McDermott Sdn Bhd and TH
Fabricators Sdn Bhd.
The joint venture also includes the
formation of two local companies
offering engineering, procurement
and project management services,
in which McDermott and THHE will
have equal ownership.
The joint venture agreements
are subject to approval from the
shareholders of THHE.
Speaking at the signing ceremony,
which was witnessed by Yang
Berhormat Senator Dato’ Seri
Jamil Khir Bin Baharom, Minister at
the Prime Minister’s Department,
Stephen M. Johnson, Chairman
of the Board, President and Chief
Executive Officer of McDermott,
said the McDermott-THHE joint
venture is expected to bolster
Malaysia’s EPCIC capabilities
and support the promotion of
more exploration and production
activities in the country’s extensive
oil and gas fields. Specifically, the
joint venture will focus on meeting
the increasing needs of energy
clients in Malaysia.
“With today’s signing, McDermott
will connect its worldwide
capabilities with THHE’s local
competencies to serve all aspects
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of the marine construction sector
in Malaysia, and in other countries
as well,” Johnson said.
Yang Berbahagia Datuk Azizan
Abdul Rahman, Chairman of
THHE, also spoke at the signing
ceremony. He said THHE and
McDermott were ideal joint venture
partners as both companies share
similar vision, organization culture
and outlook.
“We are confident that today’s
agreement between THHE and
McDermott will lead to a winwin partnership because these
companies’ goals and values are
compatible and are thought to be
an excellent fit,” he said, adding
that THHE will particularly gain
from McDermott’s knowledge
and technology in carrying out
complex EPCI projects offshore.
“On a broader scale, the joint
venture between THHE and
McDermott will benefit Malaysia’s
goals to create more jobs in the
local economy. It will also support
our aspiration to become the
number one hub for oil and gas
manufacturing and services in the
Asia Pacific region,” Datuk Azizan
said.

Fincantieri STX OSV
State-controlled Italian shipbuilder
Fincantieri has announced an
agreement to acquire a 51% stake
in STX OSV, the world’s leading
manufacturer of oil-rig support
vessels, from the latter’s parent, STX
Group, for €455m.
Fincantieri’s S$1.22-per-share,
all-cash offer values the Singaporelisted company at a discount to its
closing stock price on Thursday.
The company has offered to buy out
minority shareholders of the Norwaybased company at the same price,
in a move that would cost it almost
€900m
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Subsea News
Mariner
Statoil has taken a US$ 7 billion
investment decision for the Mariner
project. The development of Mariner
will contribute more than 250 mmbbls
reserves with average production of
55 000 bbls/d over the plateau period
from 2017 to 2020 and provide a long
term cash-flow with a 30 year field
life. The expected date for production
start is 2017.
The concept chosen includes a
production, drilling and quarters
(PDQ) platform based on a steel
jacket, with a floating storage unit
(FSU). Drilling will be carried out from
the PDQ drilling rig, with a jack-up rig
assisting for the first 4 to 5 years.
More than 140 reservoir targets for
production or injection are planned
for Mariner. The problem of a
smaller number of well slots will be
solved through use of multi-branch
technology, side-tracks and reuse of
slots.
The Mariner Field is located on the
East Shetland Platform of the UK
North Sea, approximately 150km
east of the Shetland Isles. The
oil field consists of two shallow
reservoir sections – the deeper,
Maureen Formation at 1492m and
the shallower Heimdal reservoir at
1227m.
The heavy oil projects have required
the development of pioneering
technology. Since its discovery thirty
years ago, the Mariner field has been
subject to a number of development
studies by different operators. Statoil
is the first company to put forward a
development concept that will fully
address the complexities of this
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The Mariner Field is located on the East Shetland Platform of the UK North Sea approximately 150km

field, in particular related to reservoir
management, recovery rates and
project execution.
The contract award for engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC)
of the steel jacket has been issued
to Dragados Offshore S.A. , who will
cooperate with UK-based company
SNC Lavalin on detailed engineering.
The contract award for the topside has
been awarded to Daewoo Shipbuilding
& Marine Engineering Co., Ltd.
(DSME). Satoil has extensive heavy
oil experiences from offshore fields in
Norway and Brazil. The Mariner field
was discovered in 1981 and Statoil
entered the license as operator in 2007
with the aim of finally unlocking the
resources.
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Petrobras
Petrobras has submitted Declarations of Commerciality for the oil and
gas accumulations in the Aruanã
and Oliva areas, located in concession BM-C-36, block C-M-401, in the
Campos Basin post-salt, in Brazil.
Petrobras suggests that the Aruanã
accumulation be named Tartaruga
Verde and the Oliva accumulation
Tartaruga Mestiça.
According to Petrobras, Tartaruga
Verde holds 230 Million Barrels
of Oil Equivalent (MM Boe) while
Tartaruga Mestiça contains 121 MM
Boe

Snorre
FMC has signed an agreement with
Statoil for the supply of additional
subsea equipment for the Snorre
field. The order has an estimated
value of $33 million in revenue.
Under the terms of the agreement,
FMC Technologies will provide 10
production risers and tieback connectors. The equipment is scheduled for delivery in 2015.
“FMC Technologies has been
providing subsea equipment for
the Snorre development for more
than 20 years,” said Tore Halvorsen,
FMC Technologies’ Senior Vice
President, Subsea Technologies.

Martin Ligne
Technip and Samsung Heavy
Industries (SHI), has been awarded
by Total Norge, a contract for the
Martin Linge development project
located approximately 180km west
of Bergen, Norway, in a water depth
of 115m.

m east of the Shetland Isles

The total contract is worth
approximately USD 1.25 billion, with
a Technip share of around USD 780
million.

Gorgon
Tartaruga Verde is 127 km from Macaé
off thecoast of Rio de Janeiro state
at a water depth of 976 meters and
total depth of 2993 meters,with oil/
water contact (OWC) verified at -3123
meters.
Tartaruga Mestiça is approximately
0.5 km northeast of Tartaruga Verde
at a water depth of 934 meters and
total depth of 2,870 meters, with oil/
water contact (OWC) verified at 3,064
meters.
Both accumulations contain good
quality oil (27º API)and are located in
Albian-age carbonate reservoirs.

DeepOcean has been awarded
a trenching contract by Subsea 7
on the Chevron-operated Gorgon
Project in Australia.
DeepOcean will be responsible for
the project management, engineering and associated trenching works
of approximately 70 kilometres of
main umbilical for the Gorgon and
Jansz-Io field developments.
For this work scope, DeepOcean will
utilise the T1 trenching spread to be
mobilised on to a Subsea 7 provided
vessel. Offshore works are scheduled to commence early 2013.
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This contract covers the
engineering, procurement,
fabrication, transportation, hook-up
and commissioning of the topsides
of a fixed production platform. The
topsides will compose of utility,
process and flare modules, as well
as a living quarter with 95 singlebed cabins.
The topsides, with an estimated
operating weight of 25,000 tons,
will be installed on an eight legged
jacket.
Technip’s operating centre in Paris,
France will execute the contract,
with the support of the Chennai,
India and Oslo, Norway centres.
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Subsea News
Ivar Aasen
Det Norske oljeselskap has submitted the Plan
for Development and Operation (PDO) for the
Ivar Aasen field. This project is situated west
of the Johan Sverdrup field in the North Sea,
containing approximately 150 million barrels
of oil equivalents. First oil is expected in the
fourth quarter of 2016. Det Norske’s share of
production is approximately 16,000 barrels of
oil equivalent per day from Q4 2016 and 23,000
barrels of oil equivalent per day at plateau in
2019.
Ivar Aasen will be developed and operated
from Trondheim. Det Norske aims to make
use of latest technology, stressing an effective
operation with low offshore staffing. An
operation centre with control room will be
established in Trondheim. The Ivar Aasen
development requires approximately 2000 fulltime equivalents.
The Ivar Aasen development comprises
production of the resources in three discoveries;
Ivar Aasen, Hanz and West Cable. The fields
are being developed with a manned platform
located above the Ivar Aasen discovery and
a subsea installation on Hanz tied to the Ivar
Aasen platform by means of a flowline and
umbilical system. From start of production the
Ivar Aasen-plattform is electrified.
The Ivar Aasen development comprises
developing the resources located in production
licenses PL 001B, PL028B and PL242. The
partners in PL 001B, PL 028B and PL 242 are
Statoil (50 %), Det norske oljeselskap ASA (35
percent), and Bayerngas Norge AS (15 percent).
The discoveries
The Ivar Aasen development comprises
production of the resources in three discoveries;
Ivar Aasen (PL 001B), Hanz (PL 028B), and
West Cable(PL 001B and pl 242), located in
blocks 16/1 and 25/10 on the Gudrun terrace in
the northern part of the North Sea, close to the
Johan Sverdrup discovery, approximately 175
kilometers west of Karmøy.
The partners decided for a joint development
project, including all three discoveries. The
plan is to develop Ivar Aasen as a phased
development, whereby Ivar Aasen and West
Cable are developed in phase 1, and Hanz in
phase 2. The fields are being developed with a
manned platform located above the Ivar Aasen
discovery and a subsea installation on Hanz tied
to the Ivar Aasen platform by means of a flowline
and umbilical system.
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Ivar Aasen field
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Operations
Grane Seismic

SeaMar IRM Contract
SeaMar Shipping has contracted
its vessel SeaMar Splendid for a
five year contract with GDF SUEZ
Nederland. This award concerns

inspection, repair and maintenance
campaigns on the Dutch Shelf over
the period 2013-2017 with a minimum
250 day per year.

Reef Subsea has been awarded a
major contract by Statoil for the full
seismic system installation of the
Grane field offshore Norway.
The contract – worth over 200MNOK
(over £22M) will include all activities necessary for the installation of
the Permanent Reservoir Monitoring
(PRM) system for the Grane field.
This comprises the Project Management for the entire project including:
engineering, logistics and material
supply, mobilisation/demobilisation,
and the installation of an umbilical
riser, Sensor Array Terminators,
Sensor Array Cables and Sensor
Array Terminator Lead-in cables
and associated protection structures.
There are almost 200km of seismic
cables to be installed and buried
and the System will have a receiver
area of approximately 50km2 when
completed in a water depth of
around 130m.
The purpose of the project is to facilitate Increased Oil Recovery (IOR)
for the Grane field, located 185km of
Haugesund. Grane is the first field
on the Norwegian continental shelf
to produce heavy crude oil.

SeaMar Splendid

Deep Ocean

DeepOcean has been awarded a
call-off under the current long-term
frame agreement for offshore Light
construction and survey services for
Statoil. Estimated contract value is
more than NOK 100 Million.
The frame agreement includes
services covering light construction
services, seabed mapping with hull
mounted Multi Beam Echo sounder
(MBE) and ROV based construction support, seabed mapping and
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pipeline inspection services.
As part of this contract, Statoil has
awarded DeepOcean a call-off for 6
month operations in 2014. The call-off
further includes options to extend
the firm period with up to 6 additional
months. The project will be executed
from the survey and light construction
support vessel Volstad Surveyor. The
project will be managed by an onshore
project team in DeepOcean’s Haugesund office.
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The installation campaign shall
take place in 2014 and will utilise
several subsea construction vessels and equipment from the all the
Reef Subsea companies: the Polar
Prince, the Reef Larissa, the new
heavy HD3 Plough and Dredging
systems.
The total offshore duration of the
project is expected to be around
100 days and all works shall be
managed from Reef Subsea’s offices in Bergen with engineering
commencing in December 2012.
Tim Sheehan, Chief Operating
Officer of the Reef Subsea Group,
stated “We are delighted with the
confidence Statoil placed in us for
this major integrated project.

REVEALING
UNDERWATER
DIGITAL STILLS

OE14-208 Image courtesy of MARE/TNC/CSUMB

The all new OE14-408 Digital Stills Camera
from Kongsberg Maritime provides superb
image and colour quality and a range of
improved features:
Increased 10 Megapixel Resolution
an
nge
Improved Colour Depth and Dynamic Range

OE14-408 Digital Stills Camera
shown with the
OE11-242 Flashgun

On-the-Fly USB or Ethernet Image Download
n
nload
Flexible Control Interfaces
Compact Housing
When used in conjunction with Kongsberg
Maritime’s dedicated Flashgun (OE11-242)
the TTL through-lens flash metering gives
accurate exposure control allowing you to
capture strikingly revealing images.

Kongsberg Maritime Ltd
Telephone: +44 1224 226500
Email: km.systems.uk@kongsberg.com
www.km.kongsberg.com/cameras

OE14-208 Image courtesy of MARE/TNC/CSUMB

Discover more at Stand N1
5 - 7 April, 2011
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Risers
Clip Riser

Chain Inspection

Aker Solutions has been awarded a contract by Daewoo Shipbuilding &
Marine Engineering (DSME) for the delivery of a deepwater drilling riser
system to the DSME shipyard in South Korea. The 10 000 ft deepwater drilling
CLIP riser system will be manufactured and delivered out of Aker Solutions’
manufacturing plant in Port Klang, Malaysia. Delivery of the drilling riser
system is scheduled for November 2014. The contract value is undisclosed.
The delivery is related to the second of two options included in the drilling
riser contract announced in July 2011.
“We are very pleased to see our customer DSME exercising their option for
the Aker Solutions CLIP riser system,” says Thor Arne Håverstad, head of
Aker Solutions’ drilling technologies business.
Aker Solutions has delivered 16 drilling riser systems in the past 16 months,
with positive feedback from operations.
“I am proud to see that we are able to deliver another deepwater CLIP
riser to our returning customers. These achievements are the results of the
CLIP risers’ operational advantages, our technology expertise and service
offering in the deepwater drilling market,” says Tom Munkejord, head of Aker
Solutions’ drilling riser business.

Welaptega Marine has been awarded
a contract to inspect riser moorings
on Petrobras’ Cascade Chinook
development in the Gulf of Mexico.
The company will measure mooring
chains that connect four vertical
risers to buoyancy tanks on the BW
Pioneer FPSO. The Pioneer is the
world’s deepest FPSO, operating
in 2600m of water 180 miles off the
coast of Louisiana.
“This is part of a longterm life cycle
mooring integrity inspection,”
said Tony Hall, CEO of Welaptega
Marine. “Petrobras and the US
Bureau of Safety and Environmental
Enforcement (BSEE) recognize the
importance of regular inspection as
part of a wider integrity strategy.”
A team of Welaptega engineers
will deploy the Chain Measurement
System (CMS), a Welaptega patented
technology, to measure the length of
each chain link and inter-grip zones
on four riser mooring systems. It
is part of an on-going program of
mooring inspection carried out by
Welaptega on a six-monthly interval.

Riser Forgings
Scana Industrier ASA has through
its subsidiary Scana Subsea, been
awarded two contracts to deliver
machined connector forgings to none
disclosed customers. The connector
systems are intended for North Sea
applications. The total value of the
contracts are 19 MSEK.
The connector systems have been
developed in close cooperation
with the customers to increase the
strength of the connector.
The projects are planned to start
immediately and deliveries will commence from 2nd quarter 2013. The
contracts will involve Scana Steel
Björneborg, Scana Steel Söderfors
and Scana Machining, in addition to
Scana Subsea.

Deepwater drilling riser system
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News

Riser Inspection
Bowtech Products has been awarded
a contract by Imes earlier in 2012, to
supply cameras and lights for a Riser
Visual Inspection System, which has
been used on BP Norge’s Skarv development project in the Norwegian Sea.
The contract from Imes involved the
supply of the camera and lighting
components for a visual inspection
system, capable of monitoring the pullin and hand-off of flexible risers on BP
Norge’s Skarv FPSO.

Mike Winstanley, Sales Director at
Bowtech Products said: “We were
honoured to work again with Imes and
BP on our third Riser Visual Inspection
System project, which we have been
advised has been a valuable tool for
monitoring the pull-in and hang-off of
the flexible riser system on the FPSO.

This work has led to many other visual
monitoring and inspection solutions
being designed and delivered by Bowtech Products and we look forward to
working together on future projects.”
BP Norge’s Skarv FPSO.

The system included four sets of
cameras and lights, all of which were
certified explosion proof to ATEX
regulations and installed at 90° intervals around the i-tube, similar to the
riser system already in use on the BP
Schiehallion FPSO.
The system also permitted the inspection of the whole circumference of the
tube and inspection over a vertical
length of around 30 metres, using
articulated belts and was designed to
operate in air, as well as underwater, in
water depths of up to 100 metres.
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Subsea Equipment
Ichthys Connectors
Aker Solutions has signed a contract
with a subsidiary of McDermott for
the delivery of subsea tie-in connectors to the Ichthys LNG Project.
The contract is valued at NOK 500
million.
The scope of work includes the
delivery of 6”–18” horizontal and
vertical diverless tie-in connectors
to be included in the McDermott
umbilicals, risers and flowline scope
for the Ichthys LNG Project.
Engineering, procurement, construction and installation specialist,
McDermott, is the lead contractor for
the Ichthys LNG SURF field development project.
The Ichthys LNG Project is a joint
venture between INPEX (operator),
TOTAL and other participants. Gas
from the Ichthys field, in the Browse

Bristol Expansion
Basin approximately 200 kilometres
offshore of Western Australia, will undergo preliminary processing offshore
to remove water and extract condensate. The gas will then be exported to
onshore processing facilities in Darwin
via an 889km subsea pipeline.
The Ichthys LNG Project is expected
to produce 8.4 million tonnes of LNG
and 1.6 million tonnes of LPG per
annum, along with approximately
100,000 barrels of condensate per
day at peak.
Earlier this year, Aker Solutions was
awarded the contract for engineering,
procurement, fabrication and supply
of static and dynamic umbilicals, totalling 63 kilometres for the Ichthys LNG
Project. The company has also been
awarded a contract to supply a Mono
Ethylene Glycol (MEG) reclamation
plant for this project.

GE’s Oil & Gas Subsea Systems
business, headquartered in Aberdeen,
plans to build on its presence in the U.K.
through the creation of a new subsea
centre in Bristol at the city’s Aztec West
Business Park.
By establishing this facility, GE Oil &
Gas will create 200 new jobs in 2013.
The expansion is a direct response to
the growth being experienced by the
organization’s subsea business, a trend
that it expects to continue in future years.
Opportunities are available for a range
of engineering, project management and
commercial professionals.
GE Oil & Gas has been expanding its
existing facilities in the U.K. More than
£620,000 (US$1 million) has been spent
on modernizing the Master Control
Station (MCS) workshop and Subsea
Electronics Module (SEM) at its Nailsea
facility. Also, earlier this year, GE
announced a £9million (US$15 million)
investment in its manufacturing plant
in Montrose with the creation of 40 new
jobs.
Rod Christie, vice president for Subsea
Systems at GE Oil & Gas, said: “In order
to respond to increasing demand for our
products and services, we are creating
a second subsea hub in Bristol. The
area has a strong pool of high integrity
industries, such as aerospace, defense,
nuclear and automotive that we can tap
into, allowing us to realize our growth
goals more readily. Establishing a
stronger presence in Bristol will enable
us to bring new and much needed
skilled staff into our global organization
supporting the capabilities of our
existing subsea hub in Aberdeen.”
Jack Lopresti, Member of Parliament for
Filton and Bradley Stoke, added: “I am
delighted that GE has chosen to create
a subsea engineering hub at the Aztec
West Business Park. This will expand
GE’s oil and gas presence in the U.K.
and support the provision of high-tech
equipment and services to the global oil
and gas sector. I am also pleased that
GE has decided to locate this hub in my
constituency, which is good news for the
area and for U.K. manufacturing.”

Connection Tools
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Isolation
Pipeline engineering specialist,
STATS Group, has completed an
isolation project on a 16in subsea
pipeline in the Dutch sector of the
North Sea on behalf of Wintershall
Noordzee BV.
The isolation enabled the client to disconnect a flexible gas export pipeline
so it could be replaced with a new
rigid gas export pipeline.
STATS deployed its Tecno Plug tool
for the isolation which prevented a
costly depressurisation of the main
trunk line, and reduced environmental
impact, costs and production losses.
A four module 16in Remote Tecno
Plug was pigged by STATS personnel
from the K5-A platform to the subsea
isolation position 300 metres from the
platform. The Tecno Plug was tracked
and its location confirmed using
STATS through-wall communication
system via an extremely low frequency. This was carried out by a second
team of STATS technicians on-board
the EDT Protea dive support vessel.

ART
When set, the Tecno Plug isolated a
pressure of 70 bar. On completion,
primary and secondary seal tests
were carried out using full isolation
pressure. The pressure between the
primary and secondary seals was
monitored throughout the isolation,
ensuring safety critical double block
isolation. With the fully proven double
block pipeline isolation in place, the
section of flexible riser was safely removed, allowing a new subsea valve
to be added to the pipeline behind
the isolating Tecno Plug.
Divers then attached a temporary
subsea receiver to the valve which
allowed the Tecno Plug to be remotely unset and reverse pigged into
the receiver.
The subsea valve was then closed
and tested before the temporary
receiver was removed and retrieved
to the Protea DVS, complete with the
Tecno Plug. The new subsea valve
then provided isolation while the
permanent pipeline was successfully
tied-in and re-commissioned.

EAB Engineering recently have
been awarded two new contracts for
supply of Actuator Retrieval Tools to
Australia.
The first contract is supply of in total
2 ARTs of different size to PetrolValve.
The tools will be part of PetrolValves
supply of valves and actuators to the
INPEX Ichtys project. During contract
award, EAB Engineering, PetrolValve
and McDermott have been working closely together to optimize the
design and operational methodology
of the tools.
The second contract is
supply of an ART to GE
Oil&gas. The tool will be
part of their delievery to
the Julimare project.
The equipment will be
built and tested in Norway - planned delivery
summer 2013
Actuator Retrieval
Tools

Techno Plug
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Subsea Equipment
Aker on Alvheim

Flow Meters

Aker Solutions has signed a contract
with Marathon Oil Norge for the delivery of subsea trees to the Alvheim
field on the Norwegian continental
shelf. Contract value is undisclosed.
Our dedicated subsea teams in
Norway and the UK look forward to
execute another project on behalf of
Marathon
The contract includes the delivery
of four subsea trees and associated
equipment. The contract is part of
the frame agreement, covering the
North Sea and Europe, between
Marathon Oil Norge, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Marathon Oil Corporation, and Aker Solutions.
“Our dedicated subsea teams in
Norway and the UK look forward to
execute another project on behalf

MPM has been selected to supply
subsea multiphase flow meters for
LLOG Exploration’s Who Dat and
Delta House projects in the Gulf of
Mexico.
The scope of supply for the two
projects includes 15 subsea 3 inch
MPM meters that are expected to be
delivered during the second half of
2013. The multiphase meters will be
used for reservoir management and
allocation measurement for individual
subsea wells.
Subsea Tree
of Marathon. We are very pleased to
continue this positive client relationship,” says Knut Røsjorde, head of
Aker Solutions’ subsea operations in
Norway and Africa.

Scanmachine 4

Reef Subsea Dredging & Excavation has completed
extensive seabed remediation work for Norske Shell
at Ormen Lange deepwater field offshore Norway.
The scope of work included seabed remediation
work, dredging of curved pipe lay profiles, levelling
of the seabed for future installations, and the removal
of drill mud for tie-in to the template.
The company used its new Scanmachine 4, the
latest generation of the tool carrier developed and
operated by Reef.
The water depth, the challenging seabed conditions
and the high precision required in achieving the work
proved ideal for the tool’s carrier capabilities.
The project was directly contracted by A/S Norske
Shell, and the work was performed from the Subsea
7 operated vessel Far Saga, as well as Ocean
Installer operated Normand Clipper.
It marked the maiden voyage for the Scanmachine
4. Its flexible tool configuration proved to reliability
and ability perform seabed intervention work at a
water depth of up to 1000m in the Ormen Lange
field, which is known for its challenging seabed
conditions.
The Scanmachine 4 can operate in depths up to
2500m and boasts a new generation control system
to achieve high precision monitoring.
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Scanmachine 4

The MPM meters are part of a total
subsea production system for the
two projects being provided by FMC
Technologies. This is an important
milestone for MPM in the Gulf of
Mexico, where a total of more than 50
meters have been sold to date.

SUT
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Salvage and Decommissioning
B11 Removal

B11 compressor installation

The Gassled joint venture has approved operator Gassco’s recommendation concerning the removal
of the B11 compressor installation in
the North Sea.
This platform stands in the German
sector and is connected to the Norpipe gas pipeline, which runs from
Ekofisk in the Norwegian sector to
the port of Emden in Germany.
Operational in 1977, B11 is to be
removed because the need for
gas compression in Norpipe has
declined in recent years. Before
removal, the pipeline will be relaid in
a bypass around B11.
That job is due to be done during
2013 and, once the work has been
completed, the platform will be shut
down and cease to be staffed.
The actual removal job will be
carried out two-three years after
the shutdown. Overall, the cost of
removing B11 is estimated to be in
the order of NOK 1 billion.
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AF Decom Offshore AS has earlier
been awarded the contract for removing the platform.
The structure will be shipped to

Baltic Ice

Danish salvage company Svitzer
has received a contract to remove
bunkers from the Baltic Ace, which
sank in the North Sea.
The wreck will cost insurers as much
as $60 million.
The car carrier was loaded with
about 466 tonnes of heavy fuel oil
and 55 tonnes of diesel oil when it
sank following a collision with a container vessel on December 5.
In coordination with the Navy, Svitzer
divers plan to inspect the vessel,
and the company expects it will
spend two to four weeks, depending
on weather conditions, pumping oil
from the vessel’s tanks.
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the company’s yard at Vats north of
Stavanger for scrapping. The goal
is for 96-98 per cent of the materials
in the platform to be recycled or
recovered.

The wreck site is about 36m deep,
with about six meters between the
top of the ship and the surface.
The company expects to spend two
to four weeks pumping oil from the
vessel’s tanks.
The Baltic Ace, owned by Ray Car
Carriers . and managed by STAMCO
Ship Management Company, was
headed for Zeebrugge in Belgium to
Kotka in Finland when it collided with
the Corvus J container ship.
The Baltic Ace was sailing under
a Bahamas flag, while the Corvus
J was registered in Cyprus.Eleven
people died, or are missing and
presumed dead.

Cables and Umbilicals
Cable Turntable
Jan De Nul Group has awarded a contract to supply a 5,400 tonnes capacity
cable turntable to offshore handling
systems specialist Caley Ocean
Systems.
The turntable, including a 5 tonnes and
10 tonnes deck tensioner, is destined
for the vessel Willem de Vlamingh. In
addition to this turntable, Caley is supplying a modular loading tower assembly comprising loading arm, inboard
chute, and control cabin.

In the first quarter of 2013, Willem de
Vlamingh will be being outfitted for
cable laying offshore. Jan De Nul
Group will then install the 245kV export
cable connecting the Northwind
offshore windfarm on the Lodewijkbank off the coast of Oostende to the
Belgian power grid.
Specifications of the turntable
Capacity
5,400 tonnes
Outer diameter
28 m
Basket OD
27.4 m

Inner ID		
Basket wall height 		
Max. speed 		
Ramp up to max. speed
Hydraulic driving motors
Loading tower tensioner
Deck tensioner 		

8m
6m
900 m/h
45 s
5
5t
10t

Willem de Vlamingh
Deadweight 		
Length o.a. 		
Breadth 			
Draught loaded 		

6,500 t
115.0 m
23.0 m
5.35 m

Willem de Vlamingh

Kizomba Satellites Umbilicals
Oceaneering announced that it has
secured a contract from Esso Exploration Angola (Block 15) Limited, a
subsidiary of ExxonMobil Corporation, to supply umbilicals for the
Kizomba Satellites Phase 2 development located offshore Angola, West
Africa.

approximately 43 kilometers (26.7
miles) in length. Product manufacturing is planned to be performed at
the Oceaneering Umbilical Solutions
facility in Panama City, Florida and is
expected to commence in the third
quarter of 2013 and be completed in
the third quarter of 2014.

The order is for electro-hydraulic
steel tube control umbilicals totaling

The control umbilicals will be used to
transmit hydraulic control fluids, chemi-
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cals, and electrical power signals to
operate and monitor subsea wells
and manifolds for the development
of the Bavuca, Kakocha, and Mondo
South fields in Block 15. The Kakocha umbilical will utilize a 3-inch pipe
for integrated service. The Bavuca
and Kakocha umbilicals will tie back
to the Kizomba B FPSO while the
Mondo South umbilical will tie back to
the Mondo FPSO.
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Vessels

Seim Sells Seven Sisters

Island Offshore

Siem Offshore has sold the Multi Role Service Vessel
(MRSV) Seven Sisters to Subsea 7.

Island Ventures II LLC, a partnership between Edison
Chouest Offshore and Island Offshore, have signed a
contract with Ulstein Verft AS for the construction of a Multi
Purpose Construction Vessel of the SX-121 design.

The prize is USD 84 million. The vessel is scheduled
for delivery in March 2013.

The vessel, which will be delivered in May 2014, will be an
extended version of the successful sister vessels Island
Constructor and Island Intervention. She will have bed
space for 130 persons, 250 ton crane and is prepared for
a Module Handling Tower.

The sales proceeds will be allocated to repayment of
mortgage debt of approximately USD 38 million and
to fund equity investments in the current new building
program of four Offshore Subsea Construction Vessel
to be delivered during the period from 2Q 2013 to 2Q
2014.

Special emphasis have been put into designing a safe
working deck with ample freeboard and also a heavy lift
deck with lower freeboard to make this vessel a perfect
“Cross Over” between through-moon-pool activities and
over-the-side crane work.

Siem Offshore will record a gain of approximately
USD 28 million in 1Q 2013 following the sale of the
vessel
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Tower Yoke Mooring
SOFEC has been awarded a Tower
Yoke Mooring System by Hoegh LNG.
This will provide a permanent mooring
for the FSRU, 20 km offshore, south
east Sumatra, in a water depth of 23
meters.

LNG has established a strong presence in S.E. Asia and SOFEC has
provided support on this project and
look forward to working with Hoegh
LNG on further projects as the opportunities arise.

The system includes a Swivel Stack
assembly and riser piping to export
gas through a single 24” gas export
line. Import gas will be supplied by
LNG Carriers which will moor for side
by side offloading to the FSRU.

There has been a noted increase of
offshore activity in Indonesia, offering further possibilities in the coming
years.

In addition to the local weather conditions the system will also be designed
to withstand earthquakes. DNV is the
chosen Classification Society. Hoegh

Hoegh LNG’s customer is PT Perusahaan Gas Negara (PGN). This
contract represents SOFEC’s fifth
tower yoke project and establishes
SOFEC as the clear leader in the
supply of Tower Yoke Systems.

Seven Sisters

Oceanteam

Oceanteam Shipping ASA has concluded a
bareboat charter agreement with a subsidiary
of McDermott for CSV North Ocean 102. The
CSV North Ocean 102 bareboat charter has a
firm period lasting until 1 August 2015. .
The bareboat agreement will give McDermott
the full operational freedom to operate, upgrade, and invest in the vessel.
McDermott will continue to provide their clients
with consistent, high-quality vessels as they
have since 2009 when they entered the Joint
Venture and long-term charter of the CSV North
Ocean 102 followed by the delivery of LV North
Ocean 105 in April 2012.

MT6022
DeepOcean has entered into a
contract for long term charter of an
offshore support and construction
vessel (OSCV) from Rem Ship AS.

are investing in our fleet of owned
and chartered vessels,” said
DeepOcean AS President Mads
Bardsen.

The vessel is a MT6022 design.
Length is 108 meters and breadth
22 meters. Vessel will be built at the
Kleven yard, Norway, and delivery is
first quarter 2014.

In addition to the new build,
DeepOcean already charter the
Rem Forza from Rem Ship AS. The
vessel will be fitted with an AHC
offshore crane and two work class
ROVs and associated Launch and
Recovery Systems.

“DeepOcean is established as a
leading subsea services and installation contractor in the North Sea. In
order to maintain and strengthen our
leading position in this market, we
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Taking on the MT6022 for 8 years is
a big commitment to DeepOcean”
concluded Mads Bardsen.
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Vessels
McDermott And Ocean Installer Join Forces
Norwegian subsea company Ocean
Installer and McDermott have established an exclusive alliance aimed
at rigid pipelay requirements in the
North Sea subsea market.
The alliance marks McDermott’s
re-entry into the North Sea and
establishes Ocean Installer as a tier
one North Sea contractor by adding rigid pipelay to the company’s
capabilities.

expected to address this by combining the highly specialised expertise of
Ocean Installer’s North Sea organisation with the worldwide resources and
experience of McDermott. The alliance
implies a significant capacity increase
in the region and is expected to make
a notable impact on the regional subsea market.
The agreement commits the parties to
exclusively pursue and jointly execute

rigid pipelay projects in the North Sea
and also serves as a framework for a
more permanent relationship between
the two companies.
Ocean Installer has two construction support vessels (CSV): Normand
Clipper and Normand Mermaid on
long-term charter. A third CSV, in
which Ocean Installer has ownership,
is under construction and is to be
delivered in Q2 2014.

This is seen as another step towards
McDermott becoming a tier one turnkey subsea engineering, procurement, construction and installation
provider. McDermott continues to
expand its subsea resources including a growing fleet of rigid-pipelay
vessels such as the highly advanced
Lay Vessel North Ocean 105, its sister ship Lay Vessel 108 (expected to
be available mid-2014), and recently
announced new-build deepwater
combination S-Lay vessel with a
2000-ton crane DLV 2000, (expected
to be available in 2015).
The North Sea SURF (subsea,
umbilical, riser, flowline) market is
expanding rapidly and there is a
clear need for additional capacity.
McDermott and Ocean Installer are

Lay Vessel North Ocean 105 Image: McDermott

Harvey Deep-Sea
Eastern Shipbuilding has launched
the Harvey Deep-Sea, second of four
Tiger Shark Class Offshore Support
Vessels constructed for Harvey Gulf
International Marine,
In total, Eastern Shipbuilding has
constructed 10 vessels for Harvey
Gulf since 2002.
This Multi Purpose Construction Vessel is also equipped with an active
heave compensated, National Oilwell
Varco 165 ton knuckle boom crane
capable of lifting/setting 100 tons at
depths up to 10,000 ft.
The Harvey Deep-Sea is scheduled
for final outfitting and delivery in the
summer of 2013.
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Harvey Deep-Sea
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Technical Trainer
Part-time contract role
Full training
Locations worldwide
Knowing that people are benefitting from your
expertise is a fantastic feeling. It means that
your knowledge is being passed on, creating
the next generation of industry experts.
What’s more, at Jee it’s possible to teach on
your own terms, without the commitment of
a full-time role. If you’re an authority in the
subsea area, we can give you the freedom to
work on a flexible contract basis, sharing your
specialist knowledge. As well as an in-depth
understanding of our field, you’ll need to be
professional and authoritative, with a gift
for imparting knowledge. If you’ve got the
confidence and credibility, there’s no limit to
what you could achieve – or what others might
learn. We’re also keen to add fresh talent to our
team in Engineering and Support roles.
To find out more please visit:

www.jee.co.uk/careers

REACH FURTHER
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Vessels

2 Vessels for Boskalis

VOS Sweet

Boskalis has acquired two offshore energy-related
contracts in Scandinavia with a combined value of around
€100 million. The company has been awarded in joint
venture a contract by the international energy company
Statoil for various rock installation works up to 600 meters
water depth in the North Sea and the Norwegian Sea.

The VOS Sweet has safely completed her voyage from
Fujian Southeast Shipyard in China. Vroon Offshore Services’ latest addition to the subsea-support fleet arrived in
the Netherlands.

The work comprises preparing the seabed for the
installation of pipelines and other structures on the sea
floor as well as the installation of post-lay rock berms. This
will involve the deployment of fallpipe vessels, including
the Rockpiper, which are expected to process in excess
of four million tons of rock sourced from Norwegian
quarries. Work is scheduled to be completed at by 2015.
In addition, Boskalis Offshore has been awarded a
subsea contract for the Dan Bravo Rationalisation
(DABRAT) project for Maersk Oil in the Danish section of
the North Sea. The project involves both the preparation
and construction work to the Dan A and Dan B offshore oil
production facilities. Two Diving Support Vessels, Protea
and Constructor, will be deployed to execute this work.
Depending on the water depth both saturation diving and
air diving will be used. In addition, various tasks will be
executed using Remotely Operated Vehicles. The work
will take place in 2013 and 2014.
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Some final fitting work will be undertaken and her crane will
be installed, following which the vessel will be available for
employment in the North Sea from mid-February 2013.
VOS Sweet, DP-2 SSV sister to VOS Shine, will be operated
by Vroon Offshore Services B.V. in Den Helder.
VOS Sweet

Cameras and Lights

Latest LED and
camera technology

Sandblasted
titanium housing

Worldwide
service and spares

Worldwide solutions
Denmark Norway United Kingdom USA France
The Netherlands Germany Brazil Bahrain Australia
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Singapore
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Diving
Welder Training for the Diving Industry
The diving industry is unique
way in how it operates with its
employees.
Unlike an engineering employer,
who takes on apprentices, obtains
Government funding for day
release or full/part-time education
and the apprentice is rewarded
with a National Qualification.
The diving industry mainly
operates through sub-contract
or self-employed routes so the
‘standard’ route to education
and qualification is not available
(unless already qualified).
This places the emphasis for
any qualifications firmly with the
individual diver, not the employer.
Welding is an important skill for
the diving industry and such
recognition and availability is
essential.
In welding, the term ‘qualification’
has a specific meaning, which is

David Keats
Author: David Keats is Managing
Director of Speciality Welds Ltd,
a UK based company specialising in underwater welder training,
consultancy and welding inspection
services.
David is a fully qualified International Welding Technologist, Senior
Welding Inspector (Zurich Insurance
approved) professional member of
TWI and a qualified instructor and
has been instrumental in developing
the UK’s only accredited qualification in wet welding having worked
in the welding industry for over 30
years. He has worked as a wet and
hyperbaric welder for all the major
diving contractors.
He has also published two books on
underwater welding.
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simply understood as a ‘coding’. i.e.
a practical weld test in which the
welder demonstrates his physical
skills and abilities.
Of course, this element of the
welder’s ability is essential as
welding is a craft-skill and physical
ability is a large part of the job.
But remember, for the engineering
industries, this physical skill is
supplemented with a number of
years at college; i.e. ONC/HNC/
HND, etc and most importantly,
a management structure exists
where foreman, senior engineers,
supervisors and inspectors are
employed by the company; and
responsibility for welding, does not
lay with the welder.
This structure does not generally
exist for the inshore and offshore
diving industry, where the hands-on
expertise can be limited. A diverwelder may well find himself the only
competent welding person on site,
thus has to have greater expertise
in welding than simply being able to
deposit weld metal.
Another diving industry problem is
people are attracted from all sorts of
backgrounds, with engineering being
a minority.
Thus, the physical skill factor,
although crucially important, is not
in itself sufficient to provide the
industry with the next generation of
competent, skilled welder-divers,
divers with a minimum standard of
competency in welding; which needs
to include;
l safety
l techniques
l materials
l weldability
l electrodes
l terminology
l plant/equipment
l weld defects
l standards, etc.
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There is more to welding than just
burning rods!
Because most divers are selfemployed and responsible for their
own training/qualifications, unless they
put themselves through college, there
is limited opportunity to develop the
knowledge and skills necessary to
meet future industry demands or even
progress and extend their knowledge
base.
As we know, once you are in the
workplace, it is sometimes becomes
difficult to attend college. One course
of action is through Speciality Welds,
who have developed an 80 hour
welding training programme, called The
WeldCraft-Pro.
This course follows the European
Welding Federation (EWF) guidelines
(570-01) for fillet welding of plate. The
actual certificate of verified achievement
(Diploma) is issued by EAL (EMTA
Awards), the UK’s largest engineering
and marine training authority, issuing
over 80% of all the UK’s engineering
qualifications.
With regards to the welder qualification
test, this is conducted in accordance
with ISO 15618-1 welding standard,
through our Zurich accreditation.
The programme is the only competency
assessed underwater welding course
that meets all of industries current
demands. Training is provided through
approved diver training schools,
allowing training to take place for new
recruits immediately after diver training.
For existing divers, the training is as
compact as possible, usually taking no
more than 10.5 days.
It is crucial that the industry attracts the
right caliber of individual, but equally
important, industry needs to ensure
training exists to the right standard
providing all the skills necessary to
keep Britain competitive and leading
the field.
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ROV
Oceana Explores Subsea Mountains
Ocean conservation group Oceana,
the largest, has explored a number
of undersea mountains in the
Atlantic and Mediterranean using
the small, deep-swimming Falcon
DR ROV.
It has recorded many species
and habitats needing protection
and conservation with the 1000m
-rated Saab Seaeye ROV - from
carnivorous sponges to lobsters and
sharks.
Oceana started the current project
some 240km off the Portuguese
coast in the range of marine
mountains called the Gorringe Bank.
Scientists filmed algae forests and
hundreds of species, and noted
the ecological value that undersea
mountains, called seamounts, offer
to many species including whales,
dolphins and swordfish.
Director of research in Europe,
Ricardo Aguilar, says they have
found species whose existence on
the Gorringe Bank was unknown
in an ecosystem that needs
conservation.

He adds that when they later
explored the Chella Bank - offshore
Almeria in South East Spain - they
found protected species such as a
carnivorous sponge and angular rough
shark at risk from damage to their
seamount habitat by recreational and
commercial fishing.
He said that deploying the Falcon
for hundreds of hours of filming has
enabled Oceana to gather essential
scientific data.
Being able to use transects – the
more complex operation of moving the
ROV along a path, rather than directly
up and down – has given a more
comprehensive view of the area.
Its five powerful thrusters make precise
manoeuvrability possible and keep the
vehicle steady in strong currents whilst
filming and collecting samples when
needed.
The Falcon DR, operated by Instalsub
for Oceana, came over from the Gulf
of Mexico where Oceana used it to
assess the long-term impact of the
Deepwater Horizon spill on marine
ecology in the area.

VideoRay HQ
VideoRay LLC has completed
the move of administrative,
support, and production
groups to their new corporate
headquarters building in
Pottstown, Pennsylvania.
This completely rehabilitated
building has dedicated
space for offices, production,
repair and laboratory space.
There is expansion space
available planned for overnight
accommodations, incubator
space for related underwater
technology companies, and
building space for local high
school robotics teams. Total
space in the building exceeds
40,000 square feet.
The bucolic farm location which
previously housed VideoRay
headquarters will be used as
a Research and Development
Center. Facilities include 5,000
square feet of office space, a two
acre test pond, and a 3,300 foot
grass airstrip.
Included in the new HQ building
are a larger 5000 gallon test
tank, large class room, employee
lunchroom, 80 car parking lot,
dedicated loading dock and
receiving area, and large storage
space.
Several collaboration spaces,
conference rooms, and
temporary offices for visitors
are available, as well as very
high speed wireless internet
throughout.
VideoRay showed off the
building with an open house
attended by over 300 people on
Friday, December 7th 2012. To
commemorate Pearl Harbor Day,
3D footage shot by a VideoRay
submersible from inside the
Arizona memorial in cooperation
with the National Park Service
Submerged Resources Center
and Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institute, was shown to visitors.

Oceania launching the ROV
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News

IKM in FPSO Hook Up
IKM Subsea Singapore has been
awarded a contract to provide ROV
services onboard a Construction
Support vessel for a FPSO Hook-up
and Commission project in India.
The vessel has been mobilized in
Singapore and is currently enroute
to India. This is the second contract
award in recent months, which once
again proves that IKM Subsea is
gaining the required reputation as a
ROV service provider in the region.
IKM Subsea would be providing the
in house built Merlin WR200 Workclass ROV together with all necessary toolings onboard the vessel to
support the operation.
The company intends to grow rapidly as a Stand Alone ROV operator
and would expand the ROV fleet
further with 2 more Workclass ROVs
in Q1 2013.

IKM Subsea work class ROV, Merlin WR200
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The Widest Range of
Vehicles in the Industry
From the two most experienced and respected brands
Sub-Atlantic™ and Perry™

Mojave

Mohawk

Mohican

Super Mohawk

Tomahawk

To learn how Forum can help you solve your next subsea challenge email:
subsea.sales@f-e-t.com
visit: www.f-e-t.com/subsea
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Comanche

XLR125

•
•
•
•
•

XLR150

Work-class and Observation ROVs
Trenchers
ROV Components
ROV Intervention Tooling
Equipment Rental

XLX150

•
•
•
•
•

XLX200

Data Acquisition Software
Subsea Simulation
Geotechnical Services
Offshore Joint Services
Geosciences Earth & Marine Services

In short, Forum Subsea Technologies is everything remotely possible.
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Renewables
CETO 4 tests complete and CETO 5 Design Finished
EDF EN has completed tow tests
on Australian wave developer
Carnegie’s Ceto 4 scheme on
Réunion Island. The Réunion
Island Project is funded by EDF EN
and the French and La Réunion
Governments.
This single CETO 4 unit deployment
has been partially funded by a
French Government grant of $5
million and is the first stage of a
larger planned CETO Project. This
expected to be followed by Stage
2 in which the project would be
expanded to a grid connected
2MW array with a further Stage 3 of
15MW planned.

Named after a Greek sea goddess, CETO offers the potential to revolutionise
power and water production globally. CETO harnesses the enormous
renewable energy present in our ocean’s waves and converts it into two of the
most valuable commodities underpinning the sustainable growth of the planet;
zero-emission electricity and zero-emission desalinated water.
Unlike other wave energy systems currently under development around the
world, the CETO wave power converter is the first unit to be fully-submerged
and to produce high pressure water from the power of waves.
By delivering high pressure water ashore, the technology allows either zeroemission electricity to be produced (similar to hydroelectricity) or zero-emission
freshwater (utilising standard reverse osmosis desalination technology). The
system can also be used for co-production of zero-emission electricity and
freshwater. It also means that there is no need for undersea grids or high
voltage transmission nor costly marine qualified plants.

DCNS, the Maritime defence
specialists, is currently conductin
inspection and maintenance
services at the Indian Ocean site,
which is about 120 miles southwest of Mauritius.
Stage 1 of the Réunion Island
project involved the deployment of
a 10m diameter autonomous CETO
unit and accompanying subsea
energy management system.
This was pre- installed, however,
the buoy had to wait for a
sufficiently calm weather window
for towing from its location in the
northern part of the island to the
Project site off the south side of the
island. This eventually resulted
in a delay, and the pre installed
components had to be re-inspected
before the buoy and facilities were
mated.

Wave power only

Commissioning will take place in
the first quarter of 2013. DCNS is
using a deployment methodology
that is closely related to the
methodology Carnegie used for
the CETO 3 unit demonstration at
Garden Island in 2011.

CETO 5

Last year, Carnegie revealed the
next generation CETO 5 unit
design. This will be used in the
Perth Wave Energy Project at
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Garden Island in Western Australia. It
represents a significant improvement
in performance and power capacity
when compared with CETO 3 unit,
and incorporates some important
improvements.
The diameter of the buoyant actuator
has the most significant influence on
power output. It has been increased to
11m from the 7m diameter CETO 3 unit
which was successfully tested at the
Garden Island site in 2011. F
urther optimisation of the design
and tuning of the hydraulics has
been undertaken which, together
with the increase in buoyant actuator
diameter, leads to a rated capacity of
approximately 240 kW.
This capacity is some three times that
of the CETO 3 unit that was tested at
the Garden Island site in 2011 and
higher again than the 10m CETO 4 unit
currently being deployed by EDF and
DCNS off Reunion Island.
Performance in lower wave energy
conditions has also been improved
meaning that power is produced at a
high wave energy site such as those
along the southern Australian coastline
for more than 97% of the time.
As with the in-ocean operation of
previous CETO units, all critical
performance variables will be validated
during the project through the use of
specialised in-ocean measurement
and communications equipment. In
total over 200 sensors will provide
essential data which is used to validate
hydrodynamic, kinematic and hydraulic
computational models. These models
form part of the core intellectual
property of Carnegie and are used for
forecasting output for both current and
future designs at the potential project
sites.
The CETO 5 design has been under
development for over 12 months.
The highly complex hydrodynamics
of the buoyant actuator is calculated
using a combination of leading
industry software and Carnegie’s own
customised codes.
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SAMS conducts tidal rese

These calculations deliver the
mechanical output of the buoyant
actuator which corresponds to the
forces and motions applied to the
pump.

SAMS Research has been commissioned by DP Marine Energy
to conduct environmental baseline
surveys for the proposed West Islay
Tidal Energy Farm.

These forces are manifested as
hydraulic pressures and flows which
together form the critical engineering
values in the design of the unit
components. For the CETO 5 design,
instantaneous energies in excess of 1
MW must be managed by the unit.

In addition, SRSL are producing
Environmental Statement chapters
assessing the potential impact of
the development on marine mammals, birds and fish.

The key system input is the wave
resource and Carnegie’s own wave
monitoring buoy, deployed at the
Garden Island site since 2009,
provides the most accurate wave
data possible. These data sets are
analysed and refined for use in
Carnegie’s computational models.
When combined, these models
simulate the entire CETO wave energy
plant where all parameters can be
adjusted and scenarios tested.
Each CETO unit is attached to a pile
and grouted foundation similar to
that used for CETO 3 except CETO
5 utilises oil and gas standard “quick
connect” technology that will reduce
unit installation time by 80% over
previous CETO generations. Each unit
in turn connects to the pipeline via a
manifold located central to the array.
Simulations for this equipment study
pressure fluctuations including
transient effects due to fluid inertia.
This tool also optimises pipe
dimension to balance hydraulic losses
and pipe costs.
Onshore, the generation equipment
is modelled and simulations test
the control algorithms that optimise
conversion efficiency of hydraulic
energy to electrical energy.
Design of the controller also
incorporates management of the
significant quantities of data being
generated, currently estimated at
more than 1GB per day into zeroemission electricity and desalinated
water life.
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Renewable energy developer
DPME and partner DEME Blue
Energy Ltd, propose to develop a
phased 400MW tidal stream project
off the island of Islay on the South
West Coast of Scotland.
DPME has so far been awarded an
agreement for a Commercial Lease
of 30MW by The Crown Estate.
Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) works are underway and
submission is planned for February
2013.
Clodagh McGrath at DP Energy Ltd
comments: “A full tidal array has

EUR 1.2 billion to kickClimate action: The European Commission has awarded over €1.2
billion funding to 23 highly innovative renewable energy demonstration projects under the first call for
proposals for the so-called NER300
funding programme. Projects will be
co-financed with revenues obtained
from the sale of 200 million emission
allowances from the new entrants'
reserve (NER) of the EU Emissions
Trading System.
The projects cover a wide range of
renewable technologies including
ocean energy and distributed renewable management (smart grids).
Climate Action Commissioner Connie Hedegaard said: "This year
Christmas has come early - today's
Decision is a major milestone in EU

earch

not been installed anywhere,
commercially to date. In order to
move tidal technology into the commercial arena and expedite market
deployment, it is necessary to
establish an array of turbines in one
site to verify the performance capability and environmental characteristics of a full array.”
To this end SAMS, , in association with NRP, have successfully
concluded a 2-year baseline survey
campaign for marine birds and
mammals and have recently completed underwater noise surveys at
the site.
The SAMS project team are assessing potential impacts on marine
mammals by combining information
on the characteristics of the underwater environment, with the noise
output of the proposed devices and
the risk of animals encountering a
turbine. SRSL are also conducting
commercial and natural fish baseline studies and fisheries liaison
activities.

Trident tests PowerPod
Trident Energy, has formed an agreement of a lease with Kishorn Port ,
which will enable testing of its PowerPod technology at sea and gather
operating data to inform commercial
designs and performance modelling.
The co-located PowerPod is designed
to attach to offshore infrastructure,
such as offshore wind turbines or oil
& gas platforms, to supply off-grid
renewable electricity and thus reduce
reliance upon offshore diesel generation.
During the Kishorn tests, the PowerPod prototype will be attached to the
side of a deep-water jetty. The test
site at Kishorn is exposed to moderate
waves which are less extreme than
fully developed waves in the Atlantic
Ocean. These waves are sufficiently
energetic to achieve the objectives of
the trials without incurring the costs
and risks associated with offshore
deployments.
The tests are off-grid and the electricity produced will be dissipated through

a load bank. The easily accessible
site will allow Trident Energy to test
different control systems during the
trial period which will start in spring
2013, subject to marine licence approval. The lease with Kishorn Port is
for an initial period of 1 year.

PowerPod displaces offshore diesel
generation by supplying clean off-grid
electricity to turbine support systems
prior to the turbine’s connection to the
onshore electricity grid

-start 23 innovative renewable energy projects
climate policy. The NER300 programme is in effect a 'Robin Hood'
mechanism that makes polluters pay
for large-scale demonstration of new
low-carbon technologies. The €1.2
billion of grants – paid by the polluters - will leverage a further €2 billion of
private investment in the 23 selected
low-carbon demonstration projects.
This will help the EU keep its frontrunner position on renewables and create
jobs here and now, in the EU."
Once up and running, these projects
will collectively increase annual renewable energy production in Europe
by some 10 TWh, an energy amount
corresponding to the annual fuel
consumption of more than a million
passenger cars. More importantly, the
aim is to successfully demonstrate
technologies that will subsequently

help scale-up production from renewable sources across the EU substantially.
Collectively, the award winning projects will engage several thousands of
full-time workers during the construction phase (next 3-4 years). Once
operational, about a thousand full-time
workers will be engaged for the next
15-20 years to keep the installations
running. Positive growth and employment effects are also intended along
the supply chain feeding the sector.
NER300 funding will provide up to
50% of the 'relevant costs' of the project, a term in essence meaning the
additional costs compared to existing,
proven technologies; the rest will be
covered by private investment and/or
additional national funding. NER300
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funding will be made available on
an annual basis, based on proven
performance (the amount of green
energy produced) and the meeting
of knowledge-sharing requirements.
The Commission will proceed
swiftly with the implementation of the
second call for proposals, covering
unused funds from the first call as
well as the revenues of the remaining
100 million allowances in the new
entrants' reserve.
The NER300 funding programme
is implemented by the European
Commission with the collaboration of
the European Investment Bank (EIB)
both in the project selection, the sale
of 300 million carbon allowances
from the EU Emissions Trading
System.
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AUVs
AUV Incorporating SeeTrack
Bluefin Robotics and SeeByte have
announced their collaboration to
provide enhanced software solutions
for deepwater export pipeline
inspections.

using on-board payload sensors
to detect pipelines. It can also
automatically adjust the vehicle’s
trajectory to optimally track the
pipeline.

The collaboration is aimed at
equipping Bluefin’s 21-inch
AUV platforms with SeeTrack
AutoTracker.

The combination of Bluefin’s vehicle
stability and navigation capabilities
along with SeeTrack AutoTracker’s
ability to accurately guide the AUV at
a pre-defined offset from the pipeline
stands to provide an excellent data
product for rapid and efficient pipeline
inspection.

SeeTrack AutoTracker was
developed to enable AUVs to
perform export pipeline inspections

Using SeeByte’s SeeTrack AutoTracker software package on the
Bluefin-21 AUV will further expand
subsea inspection capabilities and
provide valuable information to
decision-makers.
“This collaboration enables
operational cost savings by
using enhanced data acquisition
techniques for pipeline inspection.”
commented Omer Poroy, Vice
President of Business Development
at Bluefin Robotics.

Bluefin’s 21-inch AUV

S-Boom Geophysical
Systems
By harnessing the combined power of three of their
AA202 Boomer Plates to provide a single pulse, the
Applied Acoustics’ S-Boom System is re-defining
the boundaries of shallow seismic surveying. Already
recognised for producing high resolution seabed
profiles, the fusion of these three transducers delivers
a source level high enough to significantly increase
sub-bottom penetration without loss of data quality.
Shallow water seismic reflection surveys
Deep penetration >200mtr
Ultra high resolution <0.25mtr
Clean, stable, repeatable pulse signature
Single and multi channel streamer compatible

+44 (0)1493 440355
S-Boom ad_UT2.indd 1
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Hugin 1000 to DOF
Kongsberg Maritime has delivered
an AUV package featuring an
advanced HUGIN 1000 Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) and
sophisticated multibeam echo
sounder to DOF Subsea.
The Bergen, Norway headquartered
subsea services provider has
already deployed the 3000 metre
depth rated HUGIN AUV for
operations in Australia.

“HUGIN 1000 and the sensor
package chosen by DOF Subsea
represent the state of the art in AUV
and subsea survey technology,”
comments Svein Otto Schjerven,
Product Sales Manager, Kongsberg
Maritime.
“This delivery underlines the long
and fruitful relationship between
Kongsberg Maritime and DOF
Subsea.”

The modular design of the HUGIN
1000 enables it to be packaged
with systems to meet exact
customer requirements.
For this delivery, the HUGIN 1000
includes new lithium polymer
batteries along with the latest
versions of the DOF Subsea also
specified Reflections; the new
KONGSBERG Post Mission Analysis
(PMA) system.

Hugin 1000
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Survey
1200kHz Sidescan Soanr
JW Fishers has added a new high frequency side scan
system to their line. The new 1200 kHz sonar produces
extremely detailed images of even small and soft targets
such as old wood wrecks, areas of scattered debris, or a
drowning victim.
When the 1200 kHz was towed over a bicycle that had
been disposed of in a waterway, not only were the bike’s
frame and wheels clearly visible, but also the seat and
1200 kHz sonar

Data Buoys

other features. The new sonar is available as a single
frequency system or a dual frequency side scan with two
sets of transducers in one towfish.
Putting two sets in one fish provides tremendous versatility allowing the operator to switch between frequencies at
any time during operation. The lower frequency is capable
of scanning long ranges, but with less resolution. High
frequency has a shorter scan range, but produces highly
detailed images. In a typical search operation an initial
scan is done with the low frequency.
When a potential target is located, the operator switches
to the high frequency and makes a closer pass yielding
an exact identification of the object. The two frequencies available for coupling with the 1200 kHz in a dual
frequency system are the 600 kHz and the 100 kHz. The
600 kHz provides an excellent combination of range and
resolution with a maximum scan of 200 feet per side (400
foot swath), yet with the capability of detecting small targets. The 100 kHz has the longest range, up to 2,000 feet
per side (4,000 foot swath), making it suitable for scanning large areas when searching for big targets such as
downed aircraft or sunken ships.

OSIL recently completed the installation of two
data buoys along Lake Victoria in Kenya to
help manage the local environment monitoring
various environmental concerns including
hyacinth menace and contamination of the lake
water.
In addition to monitoring atmospheric
components of the lake, such as moisture,
oxygen levels and temperature, the sensors on
the data buoys will also measure wind direction
and levels of potentially harmful chemicals in the
lake.
By better understanding the environment, one
benefit is that fishermen will be provided with
real-time information on wind patterns helping
them to avoid being trapped by regions of
floating hyacinth which is blown across the lake.
The 5m tall data buoys measuring 2.6m in
diameter were designed and built to be robust
and protected from the local wildlife to ensure
the security of the data collected. This real-time
data will be relayed to base stations at 15 to
30 minute intervals where the data will then be
analysed and studied trending changes to the
lakes environment.

Data buoys
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Iver2 AUV with Sonar
OceanServer AUV based acoustic imaging has been
enhanced by the new EdgeTech 2205 high resolution
side scan sonar.
The 2205, designed specifically for use on AUVs,
represents EdgeTech’s latest generation of electronics,
transducers and software specifically optimized for the
demanding size and power constraints present in a
small platform footprint.
The 2205 is available with EdgeTech’s unique Dynamic
Focusing (DF) and Multi-Pulse (MP) technologies, and
includes its new Powered Arrays designed to provide
longer range performance along with advances in
noise immunity.
The addition of EdgeTech’s 2205 side scan sonar
provides an exciting performance choice for Iver2
AUV users looking for high resolution acoustic imaging
in littoral waters.
The Iver2 AUV equipped with an EdgeTech 2205
offers an innovative approach to survey operations. It
can maintain constant depths with minimal turnaround
times to ensure complete area coverage and to maximize the image quality for any sonar data set.
Recently an Iver2 AUV with the
integrated EdgeTech 2205 side
scan sonar successfully conducted surveys in coastal areas
in Florida, Massachusetts and
Rhode Island. Data records collected and archived demonstrated
the superior ultra-high resolution
underwater imagery of the EdgeTech dual simultaneous 400/900
kHz system.
OceanServer’s VectorMap GUI
software and new dedicated sonar
sweep tool option allows mission
planning to be accomplished in
minutes.
The EdgeTech 2205 sonar images can be displayed directly in
VectorMap utilizing OceanServer’s
popular Sonar Mosaic program.
Sonar Mosaic is a rapid assessment tool which enables users
to interrogate sonar targets of
interest from geo-referenced tiff
images. The VectorMap integrated
presentation provides a valuable
launching point for new missions
that more specifically focus on
targets of interest.

OceanServer AUV
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Subsea Equipment
Reson SeaBat 7160
RESON has haunched its latest
SeaBat 7160 SeaBat multibeam
echosounders.
To ensure even greater
performance, the newest
member of the SeaBat family is
being released with X-Range
which provides greater
performance and improved
system immunity to external
noise.
“We are very pleased to
put the SeaBat 7160 on the
market. The new system is
a significant upgrade of the
SeaBat 8160 –
especially with
the inclusion

of X-Range,” says Executive Vice
President of Product Management
at RESON, Tim Lysholt Jensen. The
unique feature about the SeaBat
7160 is the X-Range which is a
software and hardware feature that
provides extended performance.
The basis of X-Range is a frequency
modulated transmission combined
with advanced signal processing
techniques to extract the maximum
performance from the system.

Furthermore, the SeaBat 7160 is
unique in the market for its position,
being the only portable medium to
deep water solution available.
The system can operate in water
depths of between 3 to 3000
meters, it offers up to 512 High
Density Equi-Distant Beams with
a selection of coverage modes
including features such as variable
and steerable swath, together with
real-time pitch and roll stabilization
maximizing useable swath and
performance.
The SeaBat 7160 also provides
the collection of high density water
column data all wrapped up in a
state-of-the-art processing unit.
The SeaBat 7160

German Universities

Seatronics Investmenet
Seatronics have recently purchased
four RESON SeaBat 7125-ROV2s, six
ROV2 upgrades with G5 processors
and two SeaBat 7101’s.
Seatronics now own 28 ROV2
systems, 10 of which have a G5
processor prepared for X-Range and
Full Rate Dual Head. During 2012,
Seatronics have purchased 9 new
systems, and 10 upgrades, among
those eight SeaBat 7125-ROV2’s and
two SeaBat 8125H’s.

global demand for high specification
multibeam systems”, says Phil Middleton, Seatronics Operations Manager.
Seatronics’ four new 7125 ROV2
systems come with a G5 processor to
which enables X-range and Full Rate
Dual Head capabilities. Those two features are part of RESON’s Feature Pack
3 which is available for the SeaBat
7125-SV2 and the SeaBat 7125-ROV2.

“Seatronics are delighted to announce a further investment in the
RESON SeaBat range. Maintaining
our continuous investment in the very
latest multibeam echosounder technology is critical, ensuring our client
base has access to the largest and
youngest fleet of sonars in the world.
With more than 70 SeaBats available
around the Seatronics group, we feel
well placed to meet the continuing
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Kongsberg Maritime has been awarded the
contract to supply a sophisticated survey
suite to a vessel currently under construction and for use by a consortium of German
universities. The universities are the first to
specify the high-end 0.5º x 1º configuration
of the EM 122 multibeam echo sounder
system.
The contract, an open tender won amongst
tough competition, covers all hydro acoustic aspects of the new build survey vessel
‘Tiefsee Forschungs Schiff’ (TFS), which
has been commissioned to replace the old
RV ‘Sonne’, the current vessel being shared
by the same group of German universities.
The EM 122 is a field proven and reputable deepwater echo sounder that offers
increased performance in the 0.5º x 1º configuration, providing a larger swath width
and higher resolution.
In addition to the EM 122 0.5º x 1º multibeam system, the Kongsberg Maritime systems on board TFS include an EM 710 0.5º
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VA500 Altimeter

a new approach to subsea
distance measurement
• 500kHz Broadband Transducer
• 0.1 - 100m range
• Digital & Analogue outputs as standard
• 9 – 28v dc power input
• High accuracy 0.01% pressure transducer option

Contact us now to improve your distance measurement.
Tel: +44 (0)1803 869292
St. Peter’s Quay, Totnes, Devon TQ9 5EW United Kingdom
sales@valeport.co.uk • www.valeport.co.uk

Multibeam
Tiefsee Forschungs Schiff

x 1º system, Seapath position reference system, EA600 Hydrographic single beam echo
sounder and EK60 Scientific echo sounder.
All systems will be completely integrated in a
sophisticated hydroacoustic lab, featuring a
state-of-the-art video wall.
The Kongsberg Maritime delivery includes
also a state-of-the-art K-Pos DP-11 dynamic
positioning system which will be specifically
configured for the unique hull shape and the
specialized thruster layout to support the
demanding hydrographic operations. Owned
by the German Ministry of Research, TFS is
being built by Meyer Werft in Papenburg and
will be operated by RF Forschungsschiffahrt
GmbH in Bremerhaven.
The vessel will be used for multi-discipline research by the universities, which include the
University of Bremen/Hamburg, IOW Rostock,
BGR Hannover, IFM Geomar Kiel and several
others. System delivery starts in Autumn of
2013 and the final SAT (Sea Acceptance Test)
is planned for the end of 2014.
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Prof. Gwyn Griffiths retires
The National Oceanography Centre today
said farewell to a research leader who has
been at the forefront of UK underwater
technology development for three
decades.
Professor Gwyn Griffiths, the centre’s Chief
Technologist and founding head of the
Marine Autonomous and Robotic Systems
(MARS) facility retires this month after a 36year career with NOC and its predecessor
institutions.
Gwyn is perhaps most closely associated with
the Autosub programme, which led the way in
the development of autonomous underwater
vehicles in the UK. These are provided for
the national marine science community by
NOC, on behalf of the Natural Environment
Research Council and have been
instrumental in a series of important
scientific discoveries.
Formerly the Head of NOC’s Ocean
Technology and Engineering Group,
Gwyn was responsible for leading
technology and engineering at the
Institute of Oceanographic Sciences
(IOS) at Wormley in Surrey, before
it moved south in 1995 to form
the Southampton Oceanography
Centre (which became NOC in
2010) alongside the University of
Southampton’s School of Ocean
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David Partridge Award for Underwater Technology 2012

Peter Foden

and Earth Science and research
vessel operations.
Before that (from 1989-93) he
worked on the interface between
physical oceanographers and
ocean instrument developers at the
James Rennell Centre for Ocean
Circulation, following 13 years as
a development engineer within the
Applied Physics Group of the IOS
(1976-89).
Since October 2000 Gwyn has been
part-time Professor of Underwater
Systems Engineering within the
Fluid Structure Interaction research
group in the School of Engineering
Sciences at the University of
Southampton. Among outside
appointments he has been Vice
President and Chairman of Council
of the Society for Underwater
Technology.
Gwyn was named NOC’s inaugural
Chief Technologist in 2011. The title
signals the importance the centre
places on the promotion of its
capabilities in this field to a range of
stakeholders, including technology
funding bodies, the marine
research community, industry and
Government.
NOC Executive Director, Professor
Ed Hill, paid tribute to Gwyn. He
said: “Gwyn Griffiths has been
central to NOC’s emergence as
one of the world’s major players in
developing autonomous underwater
instruments, and his immense
contribution to taking our science
forward cannot be overstated.
His leadership, intellect and
commitment will be hugely missed,
but he leaves a rich legacy that
includes a team of first-class
engineers and technologists,
and the MARS facility which will
consolidate his work into a key
facility for the UK oceanographic
community.”
Left: Prof. Gwyn Griffiths

Perhaps the most prestigious award
for achievement in underwater
technology has been won by a
marine physicist based at the
National Oceanography Centre
(NOC) in Liverpool.
The David Partridge Award for
Underwater Technology 2012 has
been presented to the NOC’s Peter
Foden at a ceremony at Trinity
House in London.
The Society for Underwater
Technology (SUT) recognised Peter
for his developments in bottom
pressure measurement, tide gauge
and telemetry technologies. For
the past 35 years Peter has been
engaged in undertaking bottom
pressure measurements in many
parts of the global ocean.
Bottom pressure (or pelagic
tide gauge) measurements are
a technique in which the NOC’s
Liverpool centre, formerly the
Proudman Oceanographic
Laboratory (POL) is world-leading.
They have been used in the
development of modern ocean
tide models and in the science
that follows from them, such as

knowledge of the rates of tidal
dissipation in different parts of
the ocean. The measurements
remain of great importance to
oceanography and complement
those of ocean mass by space
gravity satellites. They are central
to research into sea level and
climate change.
Peter joined the Deep Sea Tide
Gauge group, founded by Dr David
Cartwright FRS, at the Institute of
Oceanographic Sciences (POL’s
predecessor) at the Bidston
Observatory on the Wirral in 1977,
working with colleagues to develop
increasingly deeper, longerdeployed and specialised devices
for the measurement of tides
and non-tidal signals in bottom
pressure, the latter for ocean
circulation studies.
These have included the Mk 4
Bottom Pressure Recorder (BPR)
which was the first UK instrument
capable of a one-year deployment
in the deep ocean; Rapid
Lander, for the UK Rapid Climate
Change project; Micro Lander,
a smaller device for possible
urgent deployments, and MYRTLE
Contd next page
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Peter Foden Contd

and MYRTLE-X which are
devices capable of ten-year
deployments.
Peter has made or supervised
over 200 deployments
of instruments, from the
Northwest Atlantic, to the
tropical Atlantic and the
Brazil Shelf, the South
Atlantic, Indian Ocean - and
in the Southern Ocean,
which includes 24 years of
deployments in the Drake
Passage to monitor the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current.
NOC Executive Director,
Professor Ed Hill, warmly
congratulated Peter on his
achievement. He said:
“Our excellence in the vital
area of bottom pressure
measurements is thanks,
in great part, to Peter and
his team’s work over three
decades. I am delighted
that Peter’s huge contribution
to marine science has been
recognised, and all of his
colleagues will wish to join
me in offering their warmest
congratulations on this
prestigious award.”
Peter also leads a small team
who operate tide gauges
at eight sites in the South
Atlantic and Antarctica as part
of Global Sea Level Observing
System (GLOSS). Working
with the Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission
he has helped establish tide
gauges throughout Africa and
at sites in the western Indian
Ocean to form part of the
international tsunami warning
system and to provide a
denser coverage of sea level
monitoring. Part of that work
involved the development of
advanced telemetry providing
high data rate connections
to tide gauges, and other
instruments, virtually
anywhere in the world.
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TDW

RS Aqua

TDW has opened its first office
in Korea. This new office will
enable TDW to provide customers
in the region with technical
solutions based upon its specialist
pipeline intervention and isolation
technologies.

Hampshire, UK based ocean
equipment distributors, RS Aqua Ltd
announce the appointment of two new
senior managers.

The opening of its first office in
Korea marks an important milestone
in the company’s plans to further
expand into the Far East. “Korea is
an emerging market domestically,”
said Gunavel Rathinam, General
Manager – Asia Pacific for TDW.
“Major engineering, procurement
and construction (EPC) contractors
- such as Hyundai, Samsung,
Daelim, SK, and GS - that are
extremely successful in the Far EastAsia Pacific, Middle East and Africa
are based in Korea.”
Opening doors to new opportunities
By having a permanent presence
in Korea, TDW is in a much better
position to form relationships
with key EPC contractors. Kisung
Han, TDW Sales Manager –
Korea, oversees the office and is
responsible for driving new business
development initiatives throughout
the country. “Being closer to our
customers always helps open doors
to new opportunities to serve the
end users,” said Han.

Martin Stemp joins as Technical
Sales Manager with responsibility for
developing the company’s product
portfolio. Martin has a BSc (Hons)
in Marine Biology & Oceanography
(University of Bangor), an MSc
(with distinction) in Environmental
Monitoring & Management (University
of Plymouth) and is an accredited
PRINCE2 Project Management
Practitioner.
His previous employers have included
Adams Environmental Ltd, the Natural
History Museum and Keep Britain Tidy.
Working in parallel with Martin is
Terry Edwards who joins as Technical
Support Manager. Terry will be known
to many readers from his postings at
NOC Southampton where his last role
was as acting Scientific Engineering
Manager with responsibility for the
delivery of equipment and personnel
resources to support performance of
the UK Marine Scientific Programme.

Located on the fourth floor of the
Haesung Building in the Gangnamgu district of Seoul, the new office
is used by TDW staff working to
cultivate relationships with EPCs in
the region.

Gunavel Rathinam, General Manager
– Asia Pacific
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Martin Stemp

Rene Raaijmakers
Rene Raaijmakers has been made responsible for all commercial activities within the Offshore division.
He began his career with Bluewater, a leading offshore FPSO
contractor and worked there for 14 years. After six years
in business development, he became part of Bluewater's
executive management team, ultimately responsible for the
Engineering and Tendering departments. In this role, Mr
Raaijmakers' tasks included preparing the company with
products to meet the future demands of the offshore market.
In 2010, he founded OceanMill, where he developed commercial-scale projects and explored opportunities for starting
up a new company around the Wave Rotor technology. This
company is now part of IHC Merwede, operating under the
name of IHC Tidal Energy.

Peter Fraenkel

Terry Edwards
That role also involved supporting the
UK Royal Research Vessels at sea
with a variety of profiling, towed and
moored data gathering packages.
Thus, he brings considerable
research organisation and commercial
engineering experience to RS Aqua.
These appointments come at a time
when the company is expanding
its product portfolio with many new
collaborations that will be announced
during the build-up to the imminent
Ocean Business 2013 show at NOC
Southampton in April.

Peter Fraenkel
Professor Peter Fraenkel has been
awarded an MBE in the New Year
Honours List for his services to the UK
marine energy industry.
Peter has taken a prominent role in the
development of tidal current energy for
nearly 20 years and has worked since
the mid-1970s on a variety of other
renewable energy projects.
He is the inventor of the award-winning
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SeaGen, still the world’s largest
grid-connected tidal stream turbine.
Peter was one of the founders
of the British Wind Energy
Association, now called
Renewables UK, and he is a Fellow
of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, a Fellow of the Energy
Institute and is also a Visiting
Professor at the University of
Edinburgh.
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Company News
Trelleborg Increases UK Capability

Stork

Global manufacturer of polymer
and syntactic foam-based solutions
for the offshore oil & gas industry,
Trelleborg, is to further enhance its
manufacturing capabilities with the
expansion of its factory in the U.K.

Stork Technical Services Subsea,
the subsea division of the global
provider of knowledge-based asset
integrity services for the oil and gas,
chemical and power sectors, has
opened a dedicated operational
hub at Stork’s UK headquarters in
Aberdeen.

The multi-million pound, 3750 m2
development of the company’s stateof-the-art manufacturing facility will
see Trelleborg consolidate its two
Skelmersdale-based facilities onto
one site.
Alongside the expansion, Trelleborg
will also upgrade its existing
equipment to include new advanced
polyurethane dispensing equipment
and an upgrade of its current
syntactic and static bending stiffener
plant. New dynamic bending stiffener
manufacturing equipment will also be
built at the Skelmersdale site.
Operations Director at Trelleborg
Offshore UK, Ray Cann, says:

“The investment into our site in the
UK demonstrates our long-standing
commitment to servicing the growing
offshore oil and gas industry.
“As the industry continues to move
towards ever-more demanding subsea
applications, it becomes even more
essential that we are best placed to
meet their growing demands, not only
in terms of capacity, but in terms of
developing innovative, cost-effective
solutions that provide the upmost
quality and performance.
“Not only will this investment provide a
further boost to our ability to develop
the next generation of new groundbreaking products for the offshore
industry, it will help ensure we have the
most advanced global manufacturing
network possible, in order to service
our increasingly multi-national
customer base.”
The expansion and renovation
of Trelleborg’s Skelmersdale
manufacturing facility will be carried
out by contractor, Globe Construction.
The company secured the project
through a tender process and will
work with structural engineers, Clancy
Consulting, and architects, Charter
Design, on the design-and-build
contract.
Ian Threadgold, director at Globe
Construction, says: “Trelleborg really
wanted to enhance its facility in
order to ensure it was well equipped
to increase output and meet future
order levels as the offshore industry
becomes even more demanding. As
such, we worked closely with the team
at Trelleborg to ensure that the new
facility design was everything they
needed to make this happen.

Bend restrictor
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“Works will include a 3716m2 steel
frame extension to an existing
factory building, above and below
ground drainage systems, external
and internal doors, installation of
all electrical requirements, internal
finishes, heating and compressed air
systems and extensive external works.
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Stork Subsea has invested more
than £1million in the 15 0002ft facility
which houses the company’s extensive fleet of dive intervention craft
and technology, a bespoke dive
test facility for the calibration and
certification of specialist equipment
and office space.
The investment comes near the end
of a record year for Stork Subsea,
which has seen the division increase
its workforce by a third to more than
250 onshore and offshore employees and double its revenue, which
is forecast to reach £50million. This
growth has been driven by significant contracts secured for integrated IRM (inspection, repair and
maintenance) activity in the UKCS,
West Africa and Mediterranean.
The opening of the new facility
comes only months after the division
announced it had won more than
£10million of new contracts, was investing £2million in its dive intervention craft fleet and was taking on 10
new employees.
Roddy James, Director of Stork
Technical Services, said: “We have
experienced significant growth in
the past year and investing in our
new operational hub was a key
requirement for our future expansion
plans. The facility will improve the
efficiency of our onshore logistics
and help us meet the continued and
growing demand for our integrated
subsea services.”
Erik-Jan Bijvank, SVP – UK & Africa
for Stork Technical Services, said:
“Our subsea division is critical to the
future growth of Stork across the UK
& Africa and we expect to see our
excellent performance continue into
2013 and beyond.

FMC

Proserv

FMC Technologies has purchased a
173-acre parcel of land in Houston,
Texas. The company has experienced
significant growth over the last several
years and the purchase of the land will
provide the company with flexibility
and options as it assesses its future
needs in the Houston area.

Generation Park is a 4,000-acre
mixed-use master planned enterprise
park in Houston, Texas. Located on
the northeast corner of Beltway 8/Sam
Houston Tollway, the park will be an
entirely new business destination with
more than 37 million square feet to be
developed.

The land, purchased from McCord
Development, Inc., is located at Generation Park on the northeast corner of
the Sam Houston Tollway (Beltway 8) in
Houston, Texas.

The park features more than 2.5 miles
of beltway frontage, four beltway interchanges, over 21 miles of major thoroughfares and easy access to all main
transportation corridors in Houston.

NCS

DNV GL

NCS Survey is continuing its targeted
expansion programme with new
offices in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and
Stavanger, Norway.

An agreement has been signed to
merge DNV and GL. The new entity
will be called DNV GL Group. It will
be one of the world’s leading ship
classification societies and risk
experts in the oil and gas, renewable energy and power sectors, and
among the global top three within
management system certification.

The offices in Brazil and Norway are
the first two in a series that will establish a truly global presence for NCS
Survey over the next three years.
In Brazil, NCS Survey do Brasil will
provide a wide range of survey
support for construction projects,
including route surveys, pipeline and
cable installation support, and autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV)
and subsea visualisation surveys. The
opening of the local office and the
appointment of staff in Brazil benefit
the company’s international clients
with ease of accessibility.
In Stavanger, NCS Survey offers a
full range of survey services, from rig
positioning through to construction
support and AUV surveys. The Stavanger inventory of survey equipment
and workshop facilities will support
Norwegian Continental Shelf operations.
NCS Survey President Andy Gray
said, “We have had an exciting year
since joining Acteon. It has given
us the resources and support we
needed to gear up our expansion
plans and so meet our customers’
expectations.”

By combining the two international
organisations, the new company will
be one of the world’s leading independent technical service providers
with state-of-the-art technological
expertise and strong capabilities for
innovation. With more than 17.000
employees and an extensive global
network of offices, DNV GL Group is
positioned to meet increased international competition and even better
serve the needs of the customers.
The DNV Foundation will hold 63.5
%, while GL’s owner Mayfair SE will
hold 36.5 % of the shares. The new
company, with a combined turnover
of some EUR 2.5 billion, will be headquartered and registered in Norway.
“We see this as a good strategic
match. The two companies have a
common set of values and complementary strengths. Both have strong
brands and solid market positions as
well as a reputation for high quality
and strong integrity says Leif-Arne
Langøy, Chairman of DNV.
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Proserv has bolstered its
rapidly-evolving global footprint and specialist integrated
services after acquiring major
US company Total Instrumentation & Controls (TIC).
The acquisition of Houstonbased TIC, which specialises
in advanced process and
control systems equipment
and has a second manufacturing facility in Lafayette (LA),
also significantly increases
Proserv’s talent pool by more
than 300 people to over 1600
with the entire American-based
workforce joining forces with
the company under the
Proserv mantle.
TIC provides a broad range of
installation and maintenance
services to equipment manufacturing, drilling, production
and pipeline companies.
Specialising in blow-out
prevention (BOP) stacking
and installation services for
offshore applications, the company manufactures drilling and
production control systems
and supplies ancillary subsea
components such as remote
terminal units (RTUs) and topside umbilical termination units
(TUTUs).
The deal reinforces Proserv’s
position as a leading player
in the drilling and production
controls market and provides
the company with enhanced
capabilities to expand its
offering into the BOP subsea
controls and services sector.
David Lamont, Proserv’s chief
executive officer, said: “The acquisition of TIC is completely in
line with our ambitious growth
strategy - investing in companies and complementary
world-class technologies that
strengthen our suite of innovative products and services.”
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Don’t miss out!

REGISTER
NOW

The hands-on ocean technology exhibition and training forum
National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, UK • 9 – 11 April 2013

The hands-on ocean technology exhibition
incorporating in-classroom and on-water
demonstrations and training sessions

Find out more… www.oceanbusiness.com
• Join 4,000+ visitors from over 50 countries

For more information contact:

• Explore an exhibition of over 300
companies representing the world’s
leading ocean technology suppliers
and service providers

T: +44 (0)1453 836363
E: info@intelligentexhibitions.com

• Experience hands-on training and
demonstration workshops, both
dockside and at sea

Organised by:

“
UT3 January 2013

In partnership with:

Incorporating:

Hosted by:

Ocean Business is one of the best organized
and well attended events in the industry.
Pete Fitzgerald, CEO, Global Dynamix Inc, USA
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”

perth convention exhibition centre

DISCOVER
AuStRAlIA’S lARgESt SubSEA COnfEREnCE
Explore the latest technical and commercial
issues facing the Subsea industry
Flow assurance | Drilling & well management | Fields of the future | Operations
Marine sediment transport | Project management | Demand for subsea talent

Register at subseaconference.com.au
before 1 February 2013 for discounted rates
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Measure Once,
Cut Once.
Making Impossible
Jobs Possible
A 12 meter spool piece metrology project
for the Auk North reservoir n the North
Sea was an extreme challenge since the
target pipe flanges were recessed into the
existing manifolds. A unique combination
of Teledyne BlueView high-resolution 3D
acoustic scans and Star Net terrestrial laser
scans were used to provide unparalleled
accuracy for subsequent manufacture and
installation of the spool piece. Using the
combined data the manufactured spool
piece was installed with a perfect fit.
First time. Every time. Any condition.

Contact: sales@blueview.com
+1 206-826-5844

www.blueview.com
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Maximized recovery means maximized return on investment. And FMC’s subsea separation technologies, combined with water
injection and boosting, represent a whole new way to maximize the reserves you can economically recover across a wide range of
challenging conditions. So stop leaving all that oil in the ground. Discover the results only subsea processing can deliver.
Learn more at www.MaximizeRecovery.com

TWO AWARDS
for subsea separation:
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MARLIM & PAZFLOR
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